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It Gets Better: Dealing with Bullying 
Some tips and tricks to help you when you’re being bullied 

 

 
Watch the supporting video – It Gets Better: Dealing with bullying here. 

 
What is bullying? To hurt, intimidate, or persecute another person, particularly if it happens more than once. 

What is discrimination? When someone harasses someone based on their age, ethnicity, sex, race, disability or other difference 

or does not provide them with equal opportunities for any of these reasons – e.g. in employment. 

 

Important! Is it bullying or ignorance that you are experiencing? Perceived bullying is often actually the result of ignorance where 

the person who appears to be a bully actually isn’t intending to be a bully, they may in fact just be ignorant or afraid of what they 

perceive as different or what they don’t understand. 

How to deal with ignorance: People who are merely ignorant generally don’t intend to cause harm or to make you upset. They 

may just not understand why you are a bit different. The best way to deal with these people is to be honest and educate them. 

Explain “I was born with a cleft lip and palate which means that my nose and mouth weren’t joined together when I was born. It’s 

not contagious and the doctors have fixed it now.” This is often all that is necessary to alleviate that curiosity and answer their 

questions. 

 

Types of bullying 

• Teasing or name calling – e.g. being called Pinocchio 

• Physical – e.g. being hit or pushed to the floor 

• Being made to do something you do not want to do 

• Exclusion – e.g. not being invited to your work Christmas party 

• Rumour spreading 

• Sexual Harassment – e.g. being wolf-whistled at by the builders down the street 

• Cyber bullying – Facebook, texting, YouTube etc – e.g. someone uploading a video of you on YouTube without your 

permission, being sent nasty texts, having derogatory pages set up about you on Facebook etc. 

 

Some facts about bullying: 

 We are all likely to be the subject of bullying at some point in our lives regardless of whether we look different or not 

 Bullying is more likely during the school years than at any other time in life (it gets better!) 

 Bullying is most prevalent in the teenage years at a time when we are naturally more concerned about our appearance 

 Bullying appears to be more prevalent among girls than boys (particularly name calling etc) 

 If not dealt to, bullying can lead to: 
o Low self-esteem 
o Lowered sense of self worth 
o Damage to confidence 
o Fear of school, fear of going outside 
o Depression 

 

If you are being bullied (name calling and teasing): 

1) Start by asking yourself three questions: 
a. Who is doing the teasing? (Is it someone close or someone you hardly know? Is this person and their opinions 

important to you?) 
b. Why did they do it? (for fun, jealousy, genuine dislike or didn’t know about my difference?) 
c. Do you accept or reject the teasing? (Will it get to me, can I ignore it, should I tell them how I feel?) 
Source: Logan & Sonja Bristow, Making Faces 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iu3jXYPY3ZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iu3jXYPY3ZY
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2) Tell someone you trust about the bullying. This can be very hard to do, but it is much harder to stand up for yourself when 
you feel all alone. Telling someone you trust will mean that someone can help deal to the bullying and support you along the 
way. If you don’t feel you can tell anyone you know, tell Cleft NZ or Youthline – it’s what we are here for. 

3) Realise you’re not alone. The reality is that everyone is called names of some sort at some point in life. People will disagree 
with us about things, and this can upset us. If we develop a ‘thick skin’ and accept that those who call us names have issues  
of their own that they need to deal with, we’ll be more positive people, be stronger in the long run, and be future leaders. 

4) Do things because you think it is right, not because you think it is what others want you to do. 
5) Understand that the reason you are being bullied is because the bully has an issue with themselves, not with you – bullies 

typically have insecurity issues of their own, and although it is no excuse for their behaviour, it does help us begin to 
understand why they may behave as they do. 

6) Hard as it is, try not to take it personally – it is very unlikely that you are the only person they pick on. The more people who 
stand up and say something about it, the more likely that the person will stop. 

 

Depression 

It’s very real. It can make you feel so alone, yet 1 in 7 New Zealanders will experience a serious depressive episode before age 24. 

Depression is less reported in men than women and sadly, New Zealand society can take a bleak view towards people with 

depression. It’s important to recognise the signs and symptoms and seek medical help if needed – don’t try and battle through 

alone. If you think you may be suffering from depression, visit www.depression.org.nz and take the self-test quiz. 

 

Face It: It Gets Better 
• Sometimes it may seem that life won’t get better – it will get so much better! 
• As you get older, instances of bullying will reduce – as people get older, they typically begin to care less about what other 

people look like and we also begin to care less about what other people think about us 
• Ongoing treatment will also give you more confidence and greater self esteem 
• Our experiences from when we are younger help shape us into the resilient people that we will become – we will learn to be 

far less judgemental ourselves 
• We are stronger than those who bully us 
• We realise that everyone is different, these differences are what makes us the great people that we are – variety is the spice 

of life. 
• There is always light and always hope: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfQJ_V9K3EM  
 
Some inspirational young people with cleft lip and palate 

• Katie Barrow – Miss Canada finalist 2014: http://www.thewesternstar.com/Living/2013-11-27/article-3504923/Corner-
Brook-woman-representing-province-in-Miss-Canada-Globe-2014-competition/1 

• Katya Copeland – Texas: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf0s5nCEjpI 
• Eleanor Pedrick – CLAPA UK: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZLr-HqlUng 

 
What about boyfriends and girlfriends? 
• Step 1: Love yourself. It is a bit much to expect someone to love you when you do not love yourself. There is no reason not to 

love yourself, you ARE beautiful. 
• Step 2: Don’t be shallow. Don’t assume someone is not interested in you because you look different – how shallow do you 

assume they are?! If they are right for you, then they will like you for the perfectly imperfect person that you are. 
• Step 3: Take the plunge – ask them out for coffee.  
• Step 4: Realise that romantic relationships are not the be all and end all of life and that you can be happy and single – they 

are not mutually exclusive! 
 
Remember: 

 The best person you can be is yourself. 

 You don’t have to be perfect to be a good person. 
 

Get further help: 

 Cleft New Zealand – 0800 425 338, www.cleft.org.nz, www.facebook.com/FaceItNZ, info@cleft.org.nz 

 Youthline – 0800 37 66 33 or freeTXT 234 
 

Don’t let the world change your smile, let your smile change the world. 
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